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Attack on Titan’s Levi Ackerman needs no introduction. Now
that’s saying a lot thinking about the numerous other nut
tasks walking around.
That said, Levi is undoubtedly among the most popular
characters in the assault on the titan franchise. He is
consistently ranking high in popularity polls and the likes of
Eren, Erwin, Zeke, and Mikasa. It wouldn’t be an exaggeration
to mention he is one of the most well-known characters in all
anime. Shipping them felt natural, and that I was passionate
about the cause.

Who is Levi Ackerman
Levi Ackerman is famous as Captain Levi. He is the group
captain. “pioneer of the soldiers” of the Special Operations
Squad within the Survey Corps and humanity’s strongest
soldier.
Levi has short, straight black hair styled in an undercut
curtain. In addition to narrow, intimidating dull grey eyes
with dark circles beneath them and a deceptively youthful
face. He’s usually either frowning or expressionless. Plus,
his exceptionally calm demeanor frequently makes it difficult
for other people to guess what he is thinking.
He looks smart in his research Corps uniform. He uses a mild
grey button-up shirt beneath, together with his trademark
white ascot. Besides, when embarking on expeditions beyond the
Walls, he wears the Survey Corps’ green hooded cloak.

Levi Ackerman
However, since the start of the coup d’état, he has left the
ascot off. Most of the time, during the research, Corps was
run by the military and monarchy. He wore his vertical
maneuvering equipment harness over casual clothing.

But there’s still a lot you might not know about
Levi Ackerman.
He has incredible skill in the battle and sufficient strategic
intelligence to make him a formidable competition. And that is
all without the deadpan, sarcastic personality that provides
dry comedy to the anime’s crowd.
With all that in mind, it is no wonder that Levi is this kind
of beloved supporting personality among Attack on Titan
lovers. There’s still plenty to learn about him.
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In a rare showing of empathy, Kenny chose to take care of him.
He raised Levi Ackerman. Kenny taught Leve knife skills, the
way to get along with people, and violent behavior. Levi also
learned to utilize the internal power that he possessed. It is
a part of their Ackerman clan.
Time passed, and finally, Kenny taught Levi Ackerman
everything he knew. However, he did not consider himself a
good father figure. One day, in the underground city, Levi
began a fight and won easily. At that moment, Kenny chose to
leave him behind. He was satisfied that his way of educating
Levi gave him the required skills he needed to live.
Afterward, he became a notorious thug from the underground but
eventually left the area to combine the Survey Corps.
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Levi was a Thief
Fans watched Levi Ackerman lead the Scout Regiment with utter
dedication. He was surprised more. Captain Levin Ackerman was
formerly a criminal—raised by Kenny that the Ripper left its

mark on Levi. And even if he never became the monster, his
uncle did. Levi ran with a group of thieves before caught by
the Scouts. And then he made to atone for his crimes.
Levi Ackerman and the two other burglars he worked with —
Isabel and Furlan — joined the Survey Corps as punishment.
Still, Levi is the only one of those three who lived. Since
then, his priorities have shifted dramatically. He still has a
cunning and ruthless nature. It enabled him to triumph at
being a criminal in the first place. But he honed those
talents for the good of humanity today. And he is enjoying the
fantastic guy looks a whole lot better.

He Once Hated Commander Erwin
From the Attack on Titan anime, Levi Ackerman and Erwin had a
relationship built on devotion and respect. Still, it was not
always this way between the two of them. Once Erwin caught
Levi and his friends stealing and compelled them to join the
Scouts. Levi was thrilled with this arrangement. He focused
most of his anger on Erwin. Even he tried vowing to kill him
if the chance arose.
Still, it’s amusing to look back. Precisely how vehemently
Levi once despised a man who eventually became one of his
most-respected comrades.

Levi’s Backstory Is Likely the Main Reason for His
Obsession With Cleanliness
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We know Levi grew up in a filthy house and neighborhood.
However, it’s safe to assume that this is why he’s obsessed
with cleanliness. The anime often shows him insisting that the

Scouts’ quarters are pristine. And he has a cleaning mask and
feather duster on various occasions. It is a running gag
throughout the series. Still, it appears to have a much more
menacing backstory than people give it credit.
Fans of both Watchmen and Attack on Titan learned that
Watchmen’s Rorshach partially inspired Levi’s personality. The
manga’s creator, Hajime Isayama, revealed that Rorschach is
among many characters that have gone into Levi’s imagining.
And he certainly appears to be the most unexpected and
exciting.

The physical ability of Levi Ackerman
Rorschach and Levi are equally reasonably short. However, they
both possess impressive combat abilities and superior physical
abilities despite their elevation. Like Rorschach, Levi is
also willing to perform unpleasantly and immoral. There are
things to attain a more critical end. The white garment Levi
wears round his neck is likely a nod to both Rorschach and his
scarf. And that’s a reasonably cool detail to pay homage to
the character’s inspiration.
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Levi Is Older Than He Seems
Levi’s small stature and nonchalant attitude lead many viewers
to believe he’s in the first years of adulthood. Still, Levi’s
era is somewhat older than most would assume. After much fan
speculation, Isayama affirmed that the personality is actually
in his mid-30s.
Given Levi’s degree of ability, it makes sense he’d have more
life experience than somebody who’s still in their 20s.
Always, what do we say? The man looks youthful. May we all age
like Levi Ackerman has (and construct that much muscle in that
way ).

Levi Uses An Unusual Sword Technique to Resist
Titans
All the members of this Scouts Regiment use blades to fight
off Titans. Still, Levi’s fighting style is unusual when
compared to the others’. When utilizing his blades, Levi
shifts his position to hold his proper sword backhanded with
the edge facing out. That causes the blade to face behind him,
letting them cut in circular, spinning motions.
This technique has functioned Levi nicely throughout the
series. And along with his pace, he can defeat the Beast Titan
in a one-on-one battle (that Zeke escaped was pure chance, if
we are fair ).
And Levi does have sleeping difficulties. Specifically, he
fights with sleeplessness, averaging only a couple of hours of
sleep each night.
He often sleeps in his seat and does not concern himself with
altering clothes for the event. It sounds uncomfortable, but
it also somehow sounds very similar to Levi.

Levi Ackerman was Born On December 25
Birthdays do not frequently come up on Attack on Titan. And it

likely makes sense that there is very little time for parties
or cake. The characters are busy fending off Titans, with all
the dystopian setting. It’s also unclear from just seeing the
show if the figures use the same calendar program we perform
or not. As it happens, they do.
Levi’s birthday is on December 25. It means the Attack on
Titan characters have to adhere to the identical monthly
calendar that we do. And hey, Levi’s a gift to the Attack on
Titan entire world. Therefore it is reasonable he was born on
Christmas. Thank you, Jesus.

Levi loves tea
With all the action going on during Attack on Titan, it’s easy
to miss Levi’s drinking tastes. But audiences who pay close
attention will probably realize that Levi seems to enjoy
drinking tea. And Isayama confirmed this. Levi is a tea
drinker. He goes to great lengths to ensure that it’s part of
the distribution shipments sent to the military.
Isayama also revealed that in the event, the battle between
the Indians and Marleyans ever ends. It is when the Titans’
danger disappears. Levi’s dream is to open his tea store.
Hopefully, he’ll have the ability to see that dream to
fruition. If anybody deserves a comfort period after all this
fighting, then it’s Levi Ackerman.

Levi is among the Most Popular Characters From The
Entire Series
Even though Eren, Mikasa, and Armin are arguably the central
trio of characters in Strike Titan, Levi appears to be the
preferred. Levi has landed in first place over once during
these contests, even though he’s a supporting character.
Levi’s popularity is high. He got his spin-off manga and anime
adaptation. No Regrets. Fans learned more about the

personality, and everyone liked the series. Few supporting
characters can hold fans’ interest for such a long time, but
Levi definitely can.

Why?
He’s very compassionate to his fellow human beings.
He cares for them on another level than the typical
individual.
What sets him apart is that he places his occupation
above everything else.
He is intelligent. Levi Ackerman ascertains what to do
in certain conditions, sit and cry about lost comrades
or save the left ones.
He understands that he’s the best at it. And his
reflexes are unmatched by anybody. He has the survival
instinct which nobody possesses. And about why he’s the
best reflexes was explained in the manga.
Nothing much. Just Ackermans and the way they turn their back
while looking badass as always..#leviackerman#mikasaackerman
pic.twitter.com/GUKG3wocP9
— ꙳⋆Kira✯ (@Kira_mikasa) November 4, 2020

Is Levi Ackerman a sociopath?
Just because it seems like he behaves macho doesn’t mean he’s
a sociopath. If you’ve watched the first season, you can see
how deeply he had been affected by the death of his teammates
when they fought and died against the female titan from the
forest. He’s crucial, and he understands it. And does all he
could so as not to jeopardize the mission in any manner. That
is dismissing the expired comrades, but deep down, he is hurt.

Strike Titan: A Fan-Favorite Character’s Fate
Hangs in the Balance

Levi Ackerman
Did you watch the aftermath of Eren Jaeger’s full-villain turn
from righteous avenger into a genocidal god?
Chapter 125 of the Attack on Titan manga softly shows that
everybody’s favorite cynical Captain, Levi, survived. But his
fierce struggle with Zeke Jaeger, the possessor of this Beast
Titan, at Chapter 115 — lasted once.
Suppose “humanity’s most powerful soldier” had gone outside at
that moment. It might have been a fitting note to meet his
maker. True to his legendary title, Levi has long been the
Survey Corps’ trump card. Zeke told to the infrequent Ackerman
clan blood that flows through his veins.

An improved genetic cocktail (that Mikasa also owns ), which

came due to this Marleyans, is fiddling with Eldian DNA. It
made a modified Eldian bloodline immune to the Founding
Titan’s powers but very great at Titan-killing. As Zeke once
said of the Ackermans: “To be frank, I don’t want to meet
them .”
In his Beast Titan form, murdered Levi’s close friend,
Commander Erwin, the Captain has had a personal ax to grind.
He devoted a month guarding Zeke when the military came to
distrust the assumed Marleyan-villain-turned-Eldian-hero.

Did Levi Ackerman successfully recaptured Zeke?
He does not anticipate his captive to be so desperate as to
pull the pin on the Thunder Spear, which has been preventing
him from getting away again.
And it blew Levi and Zeke to pieces. Although Zeke got a new
lease of life due to their Eldian creator’s surprise
intervention, Ymir, Levi, was not so blessed. Hang reported to
their chief, Floch, that Levi was lifeless. The reappearance
of a wholly formed Zeke then functioned as diversion enough
for Hange to slip from her captors’ eyes — along with Levi’s
entire body.
It was hard to believe that Isayama would kill his snarky
mascot for the show without a definite ending to the story’s
insight. The last couple of pages of Chapter 125 affirm this,
thankfully, to be the situation. As Pieck, the Cart Titan, and
General Magath of this Marley military watch in despair as the
wall Titans — set loose by Eren — put a course for the
motherland.” Hang strategies them.
Behind her, we see Levi’s dead, jiggling body on a stretcher.
She assures her enemies that she is not armed, while her
companion is”nothing more than a benign man who just won’t
die.”

One thing’s for sure, Levi’s ultimate recovery will likely
leave him thirstier for revenge on Zeke — and probably Eren —
than previously.

